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Window shroud, oak
Reinforced concrete column, precast, 1000x380mm

Horizontal Section, 1:20
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1:5 Detail Roof Crossbar/Facade
Aluminum Covered Facade with electric exterior sunscreen

1:5 Detail Roof Crossbar
Flat Roof with Stone Cover + water inlet through hollow column

Reinforced concrete
Insulating/external membrane
Exterior sunscreen
Insulation 60mm
Vertical aluminum slab

Aluminum sheet
Mounting plate/Substructure
Insulation 60mm
Vertical aluminum slab
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Julia Hegenwald

Ceiling Construction
- Armstrong PCM for thermal mass activation and with acoustic measures
- Fixing for fluorescent light tubes
- Suspension mesh ceiling, 200 mm: horizontal subdistribution of HVAC equipment
- Substructure for waterpipes for sprinklers
- Substructure for acoustic panels
- Substructure for hanging girders with metal mesh panels
- Ventilation ducts for exhaust/air con

Floor Construction
- Flooring, carpet 23 mm + glue 7 mm
- Floor screed, heating/cooling, 70 mm
- Floorslab reinforced concrete, existing, 260 mm
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Julia Hegenwald